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My PD
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Map Your Professional
Development Throughout life
and share it
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Two powerful forces are driving the world today:
personality and community.
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This app- MY_ PD - was created to connect these 2
forces and gives the teachers their learning
compass
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so that they can become an effective learners who
does not stop developing professionally.

Team: MY_PD

Team members
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Dovi wiess, Efrat Maatof, Tali Shavit, Ravit Rashi, Naama Gilor, Rotem Shachbar, Vered Amit,
Ronit Cohen, Shirly Coness, Nataly Zthfaty, Hasi Ran
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Contact details

karina@israel365.info

Solution Details
Solution description
MY_ P.D
Map Your Professional Development
( An App)
Smart Learning System for Teachers P.D: Adaptive, customized, allows planning, sharing and

contributing to the community throughout professional and lifelong years of career
The system is based on Learning Compass 2030 and offers assistance and advice to teachers in their
professional development paths, so that they can teach compliant to Compass 2030 and achieve also
thier goal- well being. Their learning experience will enable them to help their students achieve their
learning compasses.
Two powerful forces are driving the world today: personality and community
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This app- MY_ PD was created to connect these 2 forces and gives the teacher his or her learning
compass so that he/she can become an effective learner who does not stop developing professionally.

Solution context
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Solution target group
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Teachers today do not manage their professional learning
mainly because you have not given them choice and responsibility for their
learning.
In addition, the information about training processes and courses is not
easily accessible to them
and is not tailored to their needs and their community.
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The smart system we have built for teachers characterizes them on the basis
of broad data (from various sources)
and offers them professional content,
values and skills to promote each one personally:timely,convenient location
and according to their learning styles
. In addition, the system will also allow them to be knowledge makers and
contribute from their
learning to colleagues to their profession.

Solution impact
Our success will be measured by
1. The amount of participants who help the system in planning their career
2. The quality of the products to be shared on the network
3. The amount of teachers who want to study in different forms even without
credit
4. The amount of teachers who contribute to the community and offer improved
learning experience with emphasis on 21st century skills

Solution tweet text
The system is based on Learning Compass 2030 and offers assistance and advice to teachers in their
professional development paths, so that they can teach compliant to Compass 2030 and achieve also
thier goal- well being. Their learning experience will enable them to help their st

Solution innovativeness
Two powerful forces are driving the world today: personality and community
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This app- MY_ PD was created to connect these 2 forces and gives the teacher his or her learning
compass so that he/she can become an effective learner who does not stop developing professionally

Solution transferability

Our solution is suitable for all types of learning and areas of knowledge
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Solution sustainability

Solution team work
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Step A - Characterization of the app
Step into the design and creation of the app
Step C - Getting started around a number of goals
Phase D - Development of additional layers of information and use
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Team work has been extremely helpful and effective.
This is an interdisciplinary team and everyone in the team has a unique
contribution to the process and product
creation: academic consulting, digital pedagogy, designers and artists

